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Secessionist. Lee A. Silver's 2002 work The Causes of Human Cooperation? reveals one of the most intriguing aspects of the history of humanity: that it began in a state of subservience to elites. This book explodes the cultural myth that modern humans are inherently aggressive and warlike, and explores the origins of our collaborationist mind-set. The Causes of Human Cooperation? Lee A.
Silver's 2002 work reveals one of the most intriguing aspects of the history of humanity: that it began in a state of subservience to elites. This book explodes the cultural myth that modern humans are inherently aggressive and warlike, and explores the origins of our collaborationist mind-set. Coauthored by CNN's chief historian Michael Green and the Pulitzer Prize winning reporter Alex
Berenson, a journalist whom they describe as "the world's best authority on the politics of the Near East," this is the definitive book about the conflicts that have led to our current state of coexistence with one another. What is the truth behind events like the French Revolution? Why do cooperative, trusting beings like us cooperate with such dangerous and promiscuous groups as French
revolutionaries or Italian fascists? Why did the brutal socialist collective act in the name of the underclass? These questions pose a major challenge to both the left and the right, and make The Causes of Human Cooperation? a must read for both academia and general readers. Above all, it is a detailed, brilliantly written, and meticulously researched history that puts the dynamics of human
cooperation into its proper context. At the same time, the book turns conventional wisdom on its head by revealing that "troublesome though people may be," elites have always had an important role in steering human cooperation. They've been responsible for getting us from camps to city-states to co-operative creeds like liberalism, fascism, and democracy. 1400-1850. David Cohen was a
Quaker and a staunch abolitionist, and became a pioneer in the field of anthropology in the middle of the nineteenth century. His two-volume work, Manual of Social and Mental Science, written in 1851, was the first comprehensive volume about the American Indian. This tome, which was influenced by the ideas of the historical school, was published by Lippincott, Grambo, or Company in
Philadelphia. The stories of the past are often the stories of the present. And the way to find out about what is now and what might be seems to be to take a
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A: Ok, so I was not getting the response I wanted from using the following line: str.replaceAll("[^\\pL]","") This is because the other characters that are no letter (i.e.!, * &, ) are still considered non-letter characters by the regex engine, so they are being cut. Regex should always be used with a good understanding of what it does and in what situations it does it. The sample you gave (only the
example used) is not one I'd choose to use myself, and even I find the regex-ifying of the string-ified input annoying. For what you were trying to do, just replace the line: str.replaceAll("[^\\pL]","") With: str.replaceAll("[^\\p{L}]","") That is, remove non-letters (uppercase or lowercase) from your string. This should give you the output you're looking for. Finally, we have the season finale of
Married…With Children today, so we’ll get through it! We’ll also have a rare “This Week in VH-1” post with Christina Ricci joining the cast to play Teddy, the slutty former girlfriend of Johnny’s (AKA Bud’s) father Jack (AKA The Butcher). (Don’t say it — I know we all want that scene for years to come.) Here’s what else we have coming up on VH1: Episode 10 “Loving Family” — 1/16/92
— It’s Thanksgiving and Kelly and Al go to their family’s house. There, Kelly’s brother-in-law (Jay) demands that Kelly and Al get back together and “get it on.” However, Al is all about holding out until the next episode in which he and Kelly are reunited. Episode 11 “The Legacy of Al Rogers” — 2/11/92 — Al and Kelly are back together. But, as they remember their brief “marriage,” they
decide that they’re ready to settle down. However, Kelly is still living with her family, who is far more conservative than Al. Episode 12 “Tracy’s Boyfriend” — 2/ 3e33713323
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